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Bell’s turtles (Myuchelys bellii) are a unique freshwater turtle 

found only in the high elevation rivers of the New England 

Tablelands in the upper reaches of the Namoi, Gwydir, Severn, 

Beardy and Deepwater river systems. 

Bell’s turtles can live to at least 60 years of age and possibly 

a lot longer. However, Bell’s turtles are headed towards likely 

extinction because the population is ageing and there are very 

few juvenile turtles. Foxes are raiding more than 95% of Bell’s 

turtle nests every year. Unfortunately, foxes also prey on female 

turtles when they come up onto the riverbank to lay their eggs.

          ABOUT BELL’S TURTLES

     Bell’s turtles can  
live for more than

60 years
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Female Bell’s turtles grow larger than the males, with females 

reaching 300 mm in shell length and males only reaching 230 

mm. Mature male and female Bell’s turtles can be differentiated 

by their tails. Males have a longer more muscular tail than 

females, and when the male’s tail is straightened the cloaca is 

beyond the edge of the upper shell.

Bell’s turtles are omnivores, feeding on aquatic vegetation, 

aquatic invertebrates such as crayfish and insects, terrestrial 

fruits that fall into the water, and they play an important role  

in maintaining river health by cleaning up carrion. Bell’s 

turtles are predominantly aquatic and rarely leave the water, 

aside from basking on river rocks, the riverbank or partially 

submerged logs, and when the females come up onto the 

riverbank to nest. 
Bell’s turtles can be distinguished from co-occurring turtle 

species by the pointed tubercles on their neck and the hard 

plate on the top of the head. Bell’s turtles are not thought 

to travel across land. The turtle that we often see crossing 

the road is the more widespread Eastern long-necked turtle 

(Chelodina longicollis). The Murray River turtle  

(Emydura macquarii) also occurs with  

Bell’s turtles in the Deepwater River.

     Female turtles grow  
larger     than 

the males
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LEFT TO RIGHT:  
BELL’S TURTLE   

EASTERN LONG-NECKED TURTLE  
 MURRAY RIVER TURTLE 

BELL’S TURTLES BASKING – 
FEMALE, MALE AND JUVENILE
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Bell’s turtles are a late maturing species, with males maturing at 

around 10 years of age and females at around 20 years of age. 

Once mature, females lay a single clutch of 8 – 30 eggs each 

season. After depositing her eggs and covering over the nest, 

the female turtle returns to the river. The eggs incubate in the 

riverbank for 60 to 90 days or more before the hatchling turtles 

emerge and make their way down the bank to the water. 

Foxes often predate Bell’s turtle nests within 24 – 48 hours 

of the eggs being laid. Nests are vulnerable throughout the 

entire incubation period but are again extremely susceptible 

to predation just prior to the hatchling turtles emerging. Bell’s 

turtles may nest from October through to the end of December 

and nesting is often triggered by rainfall, especially afternoon 

storms. Hatchling turtles begin to emerge from their nests mid  

to late February.

     Females lay a

8-30 eggs
     single clutch of

each  
season

HATCHLING 
 BELL’S TURTLES

CARCASSES OF ADULT FEMALE 
TURTLES NEAR A FOX DEN 

FOX NEAR PROTECTED 
BELL’S TURTLE NESTS
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          WHERE DO BELL’S TURTLES NEST?

Bell’s turtles tend to nest on bare areas of bank, often on areas 

where livestock access water from the river. They can nest 

anywhere on the riverbank, even on steep paths up the bank. 

They usually nest within a few metres of the water’s edge, 

rarely more than 6 metres from the water, and they generally 

don’t nest on top of the bank in the pasture. They will nest in 

sand, loam, and gravelly substrates. The female comes up onto 

the riverbank and uses her hind legs to dig a nest chamber.

It’s sometimes possible to see signs that a turtle has nested 

on the riverbank. These signs don’t last very long as they are 

removed by rain or wind, hidden by livestock activity, or can  

be difficult to see if the substrate is hard or dry. Keep an eye 

out for slide-like tracks on the riverbank indicating that a turtle 

has slid down the bank and back into the water.

TURTLE SLIDES ON A NESTING BEACH
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Keep an  
eye out  
for slide-like tracks

TIP

Occasionally it is possible to see an imprint of the nesting 

female’s body (facing up the bank). Clear imprints can show a 

flattened area covering the nest entrance, sweeping arcs at the 

rear where the female has used her rear legs to cover over the 

nest and even the foreleg claw marks at the front of the imprint. 

It is also possible to see ‘test digs’ about 5 – 7 cm deep. The 

female turtles often begin to dig a nest chamber but do not 

finish. It is not understood why they stop digging - they may 

get interrupted and return to the water or they may be testing 

the site. Test digs are easy to see and are a good way to identify 

potential nesting areas.

NESTING FEMALE  
BELL’S TURTLES OFTEN  
LEAVE AN IMPRINT ON  
THE SOIL SURFACE
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         PROTECTING NESTS AND NESTING AREAS

To confirm the presence of eggs, lightly scrape away 2 - 3 cm of 

surface soil using your hands. Gently use your fingers to feel for the 

entrance tunnel. The top of the chamber is usually about  

8 - 10 cm below the soil surface and the chamber is approximately 

8 - 10 cm in depth. Continue to slowly and gently scrape away soil 

until you can see the top of the eggs in the chamber. 

Do not touch the eggs or disturb the eggs as movement can 

dislodge the embryo and cause it to die. Note the position of the 

entrance. Carefully replace the removed soil and only very gently  

pat it down.
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CROSS SECTION 
OF A BELL’S 
TURTLE NEST

BELL’S TURTLE 
EGGS IN NEST 

CHAMBER

         TYPICAL BELL’S TURTLE NESTING HABITAT 

TYPICAL NESTING HABITATS FOR BELL’S TURTLE (A) GRAVELLY LOAM (B) LOAM (C) SAND  (D) SHINGLE 
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CORRUGATED IRON CAN BE USED TO EXTEND FOX EXCLUSION 
FENCES OUT INTO THE WATER 

BELL’S TURTLE NEST PROTECTED WITH WIRE MESH BELL’S TURTLE NEST PROTECTED WITH STEEL CAGE 
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TIP
Protect nests  
with wire mesh

Individual turtle nests can be protected by covering them with 

about 1m2 of wire mesh (chicken or rabbit mesh with 4 cm 

diameter holes) pegged into the ground using steel tent pegs. 

Position the nest in the centre of the mesh to make it more 

difficult for a fox to burrow into the nest from the sides.  

The emerging hatchlings are the size of a 20-cent piece and 

have no trouble getting out through the holes in the wire 

mesh. If livestock are present nests can be protected with a 

trample-proof steel cage.

Erecting a fox exclusion fence that will withstand minor 

flooding and safeguard nesting areas is an excellent way to 

protect multiple nests from fox predation. Fox exclusion fences 

will also help to keep stock from trampling nests. Exclusion 

fences can be removed, partially disassembled, or opened to 

allow stock access outside of the nesting season. Grazing prior 

to the nesting season reduces grass cover and improves access 

for nesting turtles.  It is important to extend exclusion fences 

out into the water a short distance to discourage foxes and 

cattle from walking around them.  

Foxes can swim across the river or around the ends of the 

fence, but we have found that the fences usually deter foxes 

and they move on and look for an easier meal. It is important 

to regularly check exclusion fences to ensure that they are 

functioning correctly and have not been compromised, and 

the lowest section of fence going into the river must be 

checked after each fresh.
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wide sections
of stream exposed sandy-loam, 

shingle or gravel areas 
like cattle accessways

sediment deposits on the
inside bend of the stream

steep and di�cult
for turtles to access

�at or sloping areas of bare 
bank beside large pools

shallow 
stream

narrow
stream

ground vegetation
too dense

too
shady

deep pools
supporting
adult turtle
population
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ILLUSTRATION: BELL’S TURTLES CAN NEST ANYWHERE BUT TEND TO NEST WITHIN ABOUT 10 M 
OF THE WATER’S EDGE. THEY ARE MORE LIKELY TO NEST IN AREAS MARKED WITH A TICK AND 
LESS LIKELY TO NEST IN AREAS MARKED WITH A CROSS.

         WHERE TO ERECT FOX EXCLUSION FENCES

• Select a site that is easy to monitor regularly.

• Erect the fence above the low flood level.

• Choose a site that is on relatively even ground – 

gullies, hills and hollows will make it difficult to either 

keep the electric wire off the ground or to have the 

hot wire low enough to keep the foxes out.

• Choose sites with high sunlight exposure,  

avoid shady sites.

• Instream islands can be good nesting areas but may  

be problematic to fence.

• Turtles often nest on the inside of river bends where 

gravel and sandy loam is deposited.

• Soft loamy soil or sandy loam is ideal for turtle nests.

• Turtles tend to dig nests on bare or sparsely vegetated 

areas of the bank – particularly areas that have been 

disturbed by stock accessing the river.

• Fence off riverbank beside large slow flowing water 

holes or stretches of river that are likely to support lots 

of turtles. 

• Choose areas of bank that turtles can easily access 

from the water - the turtles will nest on flat ground 

or on sloping banks but generally don’t climb vertical 

banks and rockfaces.

• Nesting banks can be enhanced by digging up a few 

patches of soil or by clearing some small patches 

of vegetation using a brush-cutter. Do not clear or 

remove large sections of vegetation as plants help  

to prevent erosion of the bank.

• Erect the ends of the fence extending out into the 

water – attach the tin or steel mesh so that it pivots  

at the top and can float in line with the flow during  

a fresh.

• Extend the fence far enough into the water to 

accommodate any fall in river level.

        Choose a site  
on even ground and
 avoid shady areas TIP
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21 cm

10 cm

10 cm

insulated
cable

connector

star picketplastic spacer
(non-conducting)

insulatorinsulator

8 m

turbo braid 
electric wire

1.8 mm earth wire

solar
energiser

earth
stake

SUGGESTED DESIGN FOR ELECTRIC FOX EXCLUSION FENCE

         HOW TO ERECT A FOX EXCLUSION FENCE

• Space star pickets 8 m span apart and place a plastic 

spacer in between to prevent sagging.

• Use turbo braid electric wire and a 1.8 mm earth wire.

• Slash or mow a path for the fence prior to erecting,  

and maintain the vegetation along the fence to 

prevent shorting.

• Ensure the bottom wire is low enough to stop a fox 

going under the fence but high enough (21 cm) to allow 

echidnas and longneck turtles to pass through unharmed

• Set the energiser on half or low strength to avoid injury  

to wildlife.

• Ensure the energiser runs day and night and remember  

to place “warning electric fence” signs along the fence.

• You can mount a trail camera on bare nesting areas to 

record potential predators and turtles nesting. If foxes are 

found check the fence for any weak spots that need fixing.
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A FOX EXCLUSION FENCE SHOWING ENERGISER  
AND PLASTIC SPACERS
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SUGGESTED DESIGN USING CORRUGATED IRON TO EXTEND FOX EXCLUSION FENCE INTO THE WATERSUGGESTED DESIGN USING DOG MESH TO EXTEND FOX EXCLUSION FENCE INTO THE WATER
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         EXCAVATING HATCHED NESTS

Eggs incubate in the nest chamber for between 60 to 90 

days, but this can vary due to environmental temperatures 

and can be extended quite a bit if nests are flooded. Bell’s 

turtle hatchlings typically begin to emerge from mid-February 

through to the end of March. Once the hatchlings emerge from 

the nest, an exit hole is usually visible and ranges from 

25 - 50 mm in diameter.  

Please check on your protected nests regularly.

Once the nest has hatched, remove the protective mesh or 

cage and tent pegs. Using a small garden trowel and your 

hands, gently remove the soil and gradually expose the 

nest chamber. Extra care must be taken in case there are 

still hatchlings present. Inside the nest chamber you will see 

hatched eggshells. The hatched eggshells sometimes break 

into a few pieces and to count the number of hatched eggs 

you may have to group the fragments. There may  

be some eggs that did not develop and have gone bad,  

and sometimes there are hatchlings that may have died 

whilst hatching.

If you find any live hatchlings, place them at the water’s 

edge amongst some protective vegetation. From mid-

February, you may wish to look along the stream bank for 

any exit holes and count the number of nests that have 

successfully hatched both inside and outside of the fox 

exclusion fence.
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ABOVE LEFT: EXIT HOLE OF PROTECTED BELL’S  TURTLE NEST.  
ABOVE: EXCAVATED NEST SHOWING 17 HATCHED EGGS AND 1 EGG THAT  
DID NOT DEVELOP TWO BELL’S TURTLE NEST EXIT HOLES FOUND INSIDE A FOX EXCLUSION FENCE
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 
 Local Land Services www.lls.nsw.gov.au  

TURTLES FOREVER FACEBOOK PAGE  
www.facebook.com/bellsturtles
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